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Bible	  Belles	  Heroes	  for	  Her	  Podcast	  

Transcription	  of	  episode	  13	  -‐	  Interview	  with	  Tricia	  Goyer	  
 

Today’s guest is Tricia Goyer, she is a beautiful and talented woman. She's a wife, a mother of 

six kids, grandmother of two grandchildren, a bestselling author, she's written more than fifty  

books, including novels that delight and entertain readers of nonfiction titles and the ones that 

specifically offer encouragement and hope. She is the host of an online radio show that is 

awesome called Living Inspired. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  Tricia, welcome to the show. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer:  Thank you so much for having me. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Awesome, we are so excited that you are here. So, one thing we like to do 

at Bible Belles is we talk a lot  about purpose and how to help our kids discover 

their purpose of what God has called them to do. So you are such a talented 

writer, you have written so many books and just articles and you are an award 

winner and all this work that you have done as a writer and the work that you do 

on your blog and all your contributions to all of these different blogging websites 

and just ways for people to interact with and be inspired by your writing.  

 

So that was a long intro to this question: how did you discover your talent for 

writing and when did you realize that that was part of the purpose that God 

designed for you? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : You know, I love that question and I love sharing what God has done.  I 

actually grew up in a home that didn't really read and didn't have books. I don't 

remember like my mom ever reading to me or having a bookshelf, and so that 
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really wasn't a part of my early years; I was in some early special education 

classes for reading when I was little, so struggling right in the beginning. 

 

But then around the sixth grade, my family moved near a library and that just like 

opened my world up to books. I remember going to the summer room, tons of 

books. In fact one time I had so many books in the plastic bags on the handlebars 

of my bikes, when I was going down a big hill the books in the front were actually 

heavier than me and pulled me over the handle bar… 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I can picture that happening. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: Exactly. It was like all scraped up. So really just, I fell in love with reading. And 

in high school I loved my English classes the best an actually won a couple of just 

local writing contest like The Americana Legion, but really never thought of 

being a writer, I always wanted to be a schoolteacher, I just loved playing school. 

I grew up with my little brother and I would always please go with him, I would 

sit him down and teach him his ABC so I just had always planned just to be a 

schoolteacher. 

 

 And then when I was I think about twenty-two, I was a young mom in the nursery 

with one of my friends and she told me that she was working on a novel. And 

when she said that, it's just like something inside me just like lit up and I’m like 

“Oh wow!  Real people can do that?”  You know I loved reading and she lent me 

some books on becoming an author and that just really changed everything. It 

went  from this is something that maybe I could do and I could do with my [03:47 

audio break] she would encourage me and it took many many years before I got  

anything published, but I think it was just that idea that this was something I can  

do. 

 

 And years later when I'm trying to decide if it is some that I want to pursue 

because I am getting rejections and I have these kids at home and God just 
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reminded me of that little girl who just loved the library and just showed me that 

that was something that He put in me at a young age. 

 

And so I just really encourage moms and women, take those talents that they see 

that their little girls, if they love art or music or reading of books and just remind 

them that God has created you and He will use these talents and gifts.   

 

And there, are so many people when they get older they say go to college and get 

a degree in something that you could make money at, but I think we just need to 

really encourage these young women to just discover those dreams and those 

natural talents and those loves of things that they love doing, because God has a 

plan for those things. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: So Tricia, your experience as a young girl, can you just kind of talk a little 

bit about some of the struggles you face. I think here at Bible Belles we are very 

aware of those universal struggles that girls have with outer beauty and just that 

constant comparison to other girls and the feelings and emotions that are 

associated with just the struggle and the challenges that it is to be a girl growing 

up, specifically in today's day and age. What was your experience as a young kid? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : I grew up first with a single mom. My mom, it was an unplanned 

pregnancy andn she had me when she was in college. And then she married my 

stepdad when I was four and I didn't know my biological dad at all.  

And I would say one of the biggest struggles growing up is I didn't know my 

biological dad and then I didn't really have a close relationship with my stepdad, 

he was around but he was mostly that silent  figure in the La-Z-Boy, just kind of 

there; you provide, but there wasn't a close relationship, and so I just really 

longing with a dad, a father figure. 

 

 And when I got into junior high and then definitely high school, I started looking 

for love in all the wrong places and ended up becoming a teen mom at seventeen.  
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And I think as a young girl we just want that daddy figure, we want someone to 

love on us and to tell us we are beautiful.   

 

And I didn't know God as my Father then and so I think one thing we need to 

make sure our young girls know is that they are beautiful and that they are 

lovable. And especially if there is a man that we trust, if there is not a father 

figure around, grandpa or even a male role model that can just speak like “You 

have good talents and God has good plans for you”, and they just need to hear that 

from a father figure.  And just remind young girls about you know God is your 

Father and He's there and He’ll always be there and will never leave you. 

 

There's so many young girls today that don't have close relationships with their 

dads or are in single mom households that just need that love and affirmation.  

And it wasn't until years later that I realized that God is my Father, He's always 

there for me and He just will always never leave me or forsake me.  But it's hard 

when you grew up in that type of home, where you don't have that affirmation and 

that love. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I think that makes a lot of sense too because our inner monologues and our 

brains are constantly running on sometimes all of those negative thoughts, the 

thoughts that we are not good enough and that we are not beautiful.  Because we 

are really the focus I guess for a lot of us and I know this is true for me growing 

up and a lot of the moms that I talked to that used to be, they're all just grown up 

girls like us, you know when we were younger, we just had that focus on what the 

world was telling us was beautiful. And the noise of that can be very loud 

sometimes and it can really overpower those positive affirmations like you're 

saying. 

 

So I think one thing, well we love so many things about you here, but one thing 

we really love about you here is that a lot of your work in the writing that you 

have done has focused on strong women who have overcome great challenges.  
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So I think for us as, at least for me, as somebody who is trying to inspire hope and 

positivity to come out of all of these negative feelings for girls, I want to talk a 

little bit about what drew you in to write about these strong female characters. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : You know, it’s so awesome because I never planned on like that being the 

theme of my fiction but the definitely comes  across and for years I tried to get 

books published and just had rejection after rejection and I think I was just 

making my characters too simple and not really digging deep enough into my own 

emotions.  

 

And then in 2000 I was actually in Europe with two writer friends, they were both 

researching for books and I was just along for the ride and one of my friends is 

like “You're going to find a story idea here.”  I didn't really plan on it, but when 

we got to the concentration camp in Austria, we went there and it was so horrific 

to see the camp.  

 

But then we had a historian tell us about some of the stories and the most amazing 

story to me was that the camp was liberated on May 5, 1945 by twenty three 

Americans that didn't even know the camp was there. They ended up opening the 

gates and freeing all of these prisoners.  

 

But the most amazing part of the story is that a Nazi officer’s wife hadn't been 

happy with what had been happening and she actually went in and started feeding 

and caring for the prisoners.  Her husband had fled to escape the Americans and 

she went in and started caring for them and feeding them and took her children in 

with her into the gates and that was my first novel From Dust and Ashes, was 

based on that woman. 

 

And after that, these amazing women in history and then just in contemporary 

stories too, just kept coming back to me where all of us are ordinary people but 
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then God puts us in these situations where we either can fall back and let fear rain 

or we can rise to the occasion. 

 

And so my characters through my books, they have to rise to the occasion and 

they do it with God.  And I think, I mean that's been my own life, coming from a 

teen mom to where I am today and John and I just in everyday life of raising kids. 

And then we have adopted three and are in the process of adopting four more.  So 

it's like, these are really hard things.  

 

But with God we can rise to the occasion. And that comes out in fiction, but first 

it comes out of my own life where you have to really say “I can either be afraid of 

this situation, or I can turn to God and I could step out.”  And the more I step out, 

the more He just builds my faith and just shows me what He can accomplish 

through me and I think that is something that I want to teach my daughters now.  

 

Out of the seven kids we've adopted, six of them are girls.  And so I love Bible 

Belles and I love all that you're doing, but I just love that our young women need 

to know that they can take these steps of faith and they can be courageous with 

God's help. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  So you've got six daughters… 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  We have seven because one is my biological but we have adopted 

six. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: That's amazing and I am just thinking about all of these, like the 

whirlwind of emotional hurricane that it must be to be in your house with all of 

those females. What's that dynamic like? Like how do they all get along together  

and what’s everybody's relationship? 
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Tricia	  Goyer: : Yes, we have one biological daughter who is twenty three and she's a 

missionary in the Czech Republic and she just got married in May. She is 

awesome and she is my mini me, she just loves writing and loves communicating 

with people and she's an awesome missionary in the Czech Republic and it's 

awesome.  

 

And then we have Alyssa who is five and we adopted her at birth from a private 

agency. 

 

Bella is eight and we adopted her and her little brother from foster care. 

 

And then we are in the process of adopting four more girls who are fifteen, twelve 

year-old twins and then an eleven year old and that has brought in a lot of 

emotions into our home. You know, I mean just being [12:10 distortion] enough 

but they been in foster care for seven years and before that came from a very hard 

background , a lot of neglect and abuse.  And so you're bringing some girls in 

thinking oh my love and my mothering skills and they're just going to be so happy 

and so thankful to have a mom that loves them and makes them dinner and yeah, 

it's not always that case. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I'm sure it's not. It's hard because you want it to be that, though.  

Like if it were  just that easy. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Yeah, but we have them in awesome therapy, trauma-based therapy and 

they're learning to trust, they have had no reason in their whole lives to trust 

adults, those have always hurt them, even in foster care. They have had a lot of 

promises a few promising to adopt them or they're going to help them and then 

walk away.  

 

So, they have been in our home for six months and the last six months have just 

been getting them to trust us and getting them to know that we are going to do 
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what we say and that God has strengthened us and that we are not always perfect. 

They have seen me in ugly moments where I am crying because just 

overwhelmed and they've seen all my emotions.  

 

And it just shows them that  it’s okay, that  we are just a family and that we are all 

here and that we all love each other and it really has just been a hard journey but I 

wouldn't trade for anything in the world because it's just amazing to see just how 

they have grown and transformed in the last six months. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: What I love too hearing about that as well, that challenge of negativity and 

them coming from a situation that seems hopeless and just having  an opportunity 

to enter into a family and to just become part of something, seems like it would be 

really special. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : It is and when John and I because we had three biological that we raised 

that are grown and then we adopted these three little ones. We really felt girls and 

we felt older girls.  

 

I work with teen moms too, every Thursday night I lead a teen moms support 

group and I have seen so many teen girls that have aged out of foster care and 

then within six months they're pregnant and living with boyfriends because they 

have nowhere to go.  

 

You know, once they age out of foster care, they're basically sent to try to figure  

things out on their own. And so we just really felt to be there for girls and kinda 

give them a home and a family and encourage their faith while they are still in 

junior high and high school before they have to try to figure the world for 

themselves.  

And we have seen the girls’ heart softening and we have seen them changing, 

they're trusting us more and we just know that that's really going to impact them 

as they grow. And with the fifteen year-old, we only have three more years with 
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her, but then I can just trust that in those three as we can impart the lot of good 

stuff in her heart and teach her a lot about God that she can carry that through life. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: And that you’l always be there for her too. It's so hard, I think.  My 

daughter is a baby, but I think about the day that she will leave us and she will get 

out into this world and try to fend for herself and make it on her own.  And you 

just, you pray so hard for her, just her own heart to be soft and to have like the 

Lord  enter in to do His work on her and for her to feel, you know just that peace 

that comes with knowing that God loves you and that He's laid this life out for 

you and that all the things He's doing will work together for good. So just there's 

hope in that, I think. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Absolutely. And no matter what age too, we all need our moms… 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  Oh, I know that's true. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : My twenty three year old, she is in Europe right now and she's married 

and she's sick and I’ll get on Skype and I am like, "Did you have some warm 

soup? Did you have some more tea?"  She just wants, I am mothErin 

Weidemanng from afar but she just wants me to commiserate with her that she's 

not feeling good and to pray with her over Skype, even when they are grown, we 

all need our moms and it's amazing to see that yes, these moms are, or these girls 

are opening up and letting me be the mom and just love on them. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Oh, I love that too and the work that you do to support, like you're saying, 

to support and serve women and girls out in the community, but also in your 

home, it just really shows the commitment you have and just the understanding I 

think that you have for the struggle and life that all of these girls face. 
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 You know and specifically with the work that you do, you know with Hope 

Pregnancy and just the teen moms group, I want to talk to you about all these 

things. Why did you feel so called to serve women and girls?  Was it because you 

went through something similar? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : I was a teen mom, I had my son when I was seventeen, he’s twenty six 

now.  And then before that, I had an unplanned pregnancy and I had an abortion 

when I was fifteen and that was something I regret, I think I could do anything I 

would go back and redo that. You know, we can't go back and change those 

mistakes, but we could ask God to turn those ashes into beauty. 

 

And for many years after I got married this wonderful Christian guy and we had 

more kids, I just wanted to put those things behind me, I wanted to ignore it and 

forget that I had had an abortion, forget that I was a teen mom.  But through, our 

church I ended up leading a Bible study for women that had an abortion and I had 

just seen so many women find healing and forgiveness for that.  

 

And then, our pastor actually approached me and asked me if I would help start a 

pregnancy center.  And I wasn't interested at all, like I wanted to forget the past, 

but when I prayed about it, God just said, “Remember when you were, what if 

you had had someone that reached out to you and just loved to you, you would 

have made a different decision.”  

 

And it wasn't  an audible voice but definitely God speaking to my heart and 

through that I just help start Hope Pregnancy Center and eventually working with 

teen moms. 

 

And God just showed me that all the areas where we face the pain and the shame 

and the darkness, like He can redeem that. So He uses those areas in my life for 

me to reach out to young women and to say you know what, I was there too and I 

made bad decisions and I remember the shame, I remember the worries of how 
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am I going to support this child and all these different questions and just know 

that God’d here and we can help you .  And because I had walked through that, 

they trust me more.   

 

And so it's amazing to see the changes when they just have a little bit of hope.  

We've seen so many girls choose to have their babies, or work hard to be good 

moms.  We even have some in our support group that their kids were taken away 

and put into foster care, they've made changes and worked really hard  so they can 

be good moms and now they have their kids back and they’re parenting  them, 

which is awesome, that these kids can have their moms, but have healthy moms. 

 

And God took all those hard places in my life and just helped me to encourage 

other people. And I think so many times all of us, like we want to forget those 

painful things in our past, but God instead wants to redeem them and use them to 

help other people 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I thought too, I think in just my own personal struggle with that, like the 

guilt  of past mistakes can just hound you and it's really hard to be so transparent 

and be so, I don't know, forthcoming with all of the information that you, that has 

created a lot of pain a lot of suffering in your own life. 

 

But I think as a moms, we've got a duty to our children do not, I don't know, put 

that front up of just like everything is fine. You know a lot of moms are out there, 

and a friend of mine at church calls it "playing church", where is just like on the 

outside everything looks like it's a great. And there's no problems and life is just 

fantastic, and you don't want it to appear as a mom like you don't have everything 

all together all the time. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Absolutely. I'm just thinking even with my fifteen year-old recently, she 

wanted to date and there was this guy she was interested in and we  met him a 
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couple of times and he says he's a Christian see the fruit of that and we just think 

she has gone through so much emotionally that she's just not ready.   

 

And I remember, we were driving to one of her appointments and I just like for 

twenty minutes just monologued on these are all the mistakes I have made, this is 

what I was looking for in a boyfriend and this is how it… I mean, they were just 

not the right type of guys and the things that I saw in her that she needed to really 

grow and the things that I saw in the guy, I mean it was like twenty minutes of 

just like pouring out my heart and you know, I mean all of these mistakes and this 

and that. 

 

And she was just like silent and I'm like oh my gosh. She's only been living in our 

homes what, five months at this point, and she's like "I understand what you're 

saying and I will just tell him that I am not ready to date yet." And I think if I 

would have just been like the mom and like "Young lady, you are too young and 

we don't like the guy you cannot date him!" I think it would have got a completely 

different response.   

 

Instead, I just like, this is how I messed up and this is what I wish I would have 

known back then, and just really poured out why I'm asking her to wait to date 

and what things I think she needs to pray about before she starts dating because I 

was willing to like pour myself out. She totally listened and she totally saw what I 

was saying and instead of just like commanding her,  I just said you know, this is 

what we think and she said, okay, and I was like shocked. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Well it makes a lot of sense, though, because…. I know as a kid growing 

up the second somebody told me to do something, I was like, “Well, I'm not going 

to do with that because you told me to do it.” 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Right, absolutely. And… 
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Erin	  Weidemann: I think it was really cool that you were so vulnerable and so forthcoming 

with information in that moment, because it's not easy to do. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Absolutely.  And it was, and it was hard like to share some of those stuff 

in my past and some of the mistakes I made.  But then, I mean now, I think she's 

going to make better decisions because hopefully learning, and I know she will 

make mistakes, all kids make mistakes, but if they could learn at least one or two 

mistakes of mine, then they don’t  have to go through the same things. And that's 

just the bonus. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Yeah, and I think that's so important too.  I want to ask you too about your  

Internet radio show because I am a big fan of it, it's called Living Inspired for 

people who have not heard of it.  But are these and some of the, some of the 

themes that we have talked about today, like your inspiration for that radio show? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Absolutely. And I love just interviewing people and talking to other 

people and I own a blog too, I mean, just sharing…. What I love talking about is 

just those turning points, like where God just turned you around. You were 

heading in one direction and then God did something. 

 

You know, I was heading in the direction where I was just like a home schooling 

mom and then all of a sudden, I just felt Him say, no, you need to help start a 

crisis pregnancy center. 

 

Another turning point was when we were doing the pregnancy center and He said 

okay, now mentor these teen moms.  And more recent in the last five years , 

God’s saying, I want you to open your home up to adoption. And we had no idea 

at the time He was meaning seven kids in three stages. 
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But I just love talking to people about what are those turning points where God 

just like kind of pauses you and says okay, I know you think you're going one 

way, but let’s really see where I want you to go. 

 

And it's amazing when you talk to writers and speakers about those places, all of 

those people have that, where it just those that God moments and those are my 

favorite things to talk about and then to write about too. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: They are the best because, I mean, when they happen it's, sometimes it’s 

like a soft moment where God is like talking to you and telling you to do 

something, but sometimes there are these like violent, like “Hey, I'm trying to get 

your attention.”  And then once you figure out, “Oh, God’s telling me to do 

something”, it makes a lot of sense, it’s like a lightbulb goes on… 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Exactly. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  Yeah, I have a little bit to say about that, but maybe a different 

time. 

 

Now, I wanted to ask too, the most recent book, one of the more recent books you  

put out was this awesome book called  Prayers That Changed History and I  

wanted to ask you about just your own life in prayer and how you prayed through 

those moments, those of God moments that you just mentioned, where you feel 

God tugging on you and telling you to do something.  

 

I think you know sometimes when we are young, we feel so lost and like the loud 

noise of this world, it's hard to hear God. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Right. What I loved about Prayers That Changed History is that there are 

these amazing historical people that we all know about and how God often spoke 

to them at young ages. One of the ones I love is just Mother Teresa and she was 
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eight years old and heard one of the nuns at the catechism where she attended 

read a letter from a missionary in India. And at eight years old, this felt like that's 

something I want to do. 

 

And I think in my own life, whether it's starting the pregnancy center or working 

with teen moms, it’s not like this big old bold billboard there, it's more these 

gentle stirrings in my heart, or even someone from the outside saying "What 

about this? I think you would be good in this." My first thought was like "No way, 

I have no skills to help start a crisis pregnancy center."  

 

But then just praying and thinking about what God has been doing in my life and 

how I can join Him in that work and what can impact the kingdom. You know, so 

many times we choose stuff that will help us and will help make us comfortable 

or successful. And we pray about those things. 

 

But when we pray about other people, when we pray God show me your heart and 

show me where you want to use me, when I take those steps and pray those 

things, God will show me, He'll show me teen moms, He’ll show me kids in 

foster care that need parents. 

 

But it's a scary thing to pray, to say show me your heart, or Psalm 129:34 “Search 

me, O God and know my heart. Test me and know my thoughts.” 

 

And so, okay take my thoughts and take them out, search those thoughts, pull out 

anything good. But then God, show me your heart and show me your thoughts, 

then show me your ways. And He will, He will make you aware. 

 

You know, just  even with adoption, we had adopted this newborn baby through 

private adoption. And we thought, okay, this is great, you know, this beautiful, 

adorable little newborn and this is awesome, and yes we are adopting. And then 

God through a series of events just kept putting foster care in our path, our 
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church, we kept meeting people that adopted from foster care, we just like would  

hear about it all the time.  

 

It was like, okay, God, you are talking to us. And for that situation, I actually 

went to a woman's retreat in Florida and I was there I just on the way there, I read 

Kisses From Katie which was an awesome book about a young woman who has 

adopted orphans in Uganda and when I got there I just felt like we needed to 

adopt from foster care and I asked the other women there just to pray and  I am 

like, “I don't even know what my husband is going to say, we have already 

adopted one baby, I don't even know if  he would be open to it.”  

 

And  so I got together with some women, we just prayed about it and when I 

called home that night, literally the very first thing out of my husband's mouth 

was "Have you ever thought about adopting from foster care?"  

 

And he had gone to lunch with a man from work, Christian man from work and 

he had said we have adopted one child and I just felt God asking us to adopt 

again, but  adoption is so expensive.  And this man was like "Well, you don't have 

to pay to adopt from foster care. And there's all of these waiting kids that just 

need homes." And so the same moment that I am reading this book and at this 

woman's retreat and praying, God put Dan into my husband's life to talk about 

foster care. And it was like when those things happen, you just like know it's God. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: You totally do. It's great though because sometimes it's hard to figure out 

like is this something I'm supposed to be doing? But yeah, when He makes it clear 

like that and it involves somebody who you are going to share it with and they're 

having a similar experience, but separate from you and then you can come 

together and go “Okay like we hear God talking to us in different ways in 

different circumstances, but about the same thing”, it’s awesome. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Absolutely. 
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Erin	  Weidemann: Yeah, that's really cool. So I wanted to ask you to, back to the book.  So, 

Prayers That Changed History, so the subtitle for that book is “How God used, 

25 people to change the world.”  I have a lot of questions about that book, but the 

first one is what would you say to parents whose daughters just feel, I mean, I talk 

to a lot of kids a lot and I think there's all this pressure on kids that they need to 

do something big and world changing and just that they need to have a million 

followers on Facebook and their next post needs to be the biggest one, like the 

one that's going to make the most impact. So what would you say to kids who are 

on themselves, putting that pressure of I've got to do this huge thing out in the 

world, so that I can matter? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Absolutely. You know, I think we do do that with her kids, missionary 

stories, we want them to do great things. And my daughter is a missionary and 

she's really impacting the community, my twenty six year-old son is married and 

has two kids and is an awesome dad. 

 

 And you know it’s just, he is not a missionary, but it's just okay, it’s like we need 

to serve God, wherever He puts us.  And I think one story in Prayers That 

Changed History that really impacted me in this manner  and I think is a great 

story to share with young people, it's the story of David Livingstone. 

 

And David Livingstone felt called to be a missionary in Africa. And so he was in 

Africa and he traveled the first one into the interior of Africa and he took his 

family and actually they ended up dying in Africa and his whole life, he only lead 

one person to Christ.  

 

So he was there for years and years, he lost his wife, he lost his daughter, he only 

the lead one person to Christ and you're like, wow, that’s so sad, he gave up his 

whole life and only one saved. He ended up writing about it and he wrote books 

about his missionary journeys and the needs of the people in the interior of Africa. 
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And because of his stories that he wrote, hundreds of other people were inspired 

and became missionaries and it caused this great missionary movement. 

 

And so I think if we just look at individual lives and see if you only did this little 

thing, then that's not important, that's not really worth giving up your life for, you 

know, one convert or whatever. But each person, we never know how we fit into 

God's puzzle, we never know if our kids maybe just a really faithful 

schoolteacher, or policeman or just how they will impact their family or their 

community.  

 

So I think, especially in our American society, we think of these big great 

wonderful things that we do, but really it’s just being faithful to whatever God 

calls you, wherever He calls you, it's so important, just teaching our kids that you 

know if you are the most faithful baker at the local bakery and you just share 

Christ with the other bakers there and make wonderful things and glorify God 

with that, that’s enough. And just let our kids know that God will use them where 

He wants to use them and what seems small in our American ideas, is often huge 

in God's eyes. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: I love that word, like wrapping up with that thought too because I think 

just knowing that there is value and that it’s valuable to the Lord that you're living 

for Him and that you're out there serving Him, no matter what He has asked you 

to do. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Yep absolutely and you probably hear my kids in the 

background… 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Oh, I love it, it’s like my favorite, because it's a real show a man, there’s 

noises in the background… 
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Tricia	  Goyer: : The sixteen year-old is watching the little kids and, but you know what, 

and sometimes people ask “Why you adopting all of these kids and you are able 

to write books and travel and speak.” I have really cut down on both writing and 

speaking just to raise kids.  And they are just as important, like taking care of kids 

and giving them lunch and reading stories is just as important as these other things 

that I do. And just realizing that wherever God calls you to that's exactly where 

you need to be. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: That's amazing. Thank you so much for wrapping up with that. I just, we 

really love you over here for so many reasons. Just your heart for girls and women 

and just the love of your kids and all the work that you do so we're just so happy 

that you made the time to talk to us today. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Thank you for having me, it's a great. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: So we end every episode with something called The Scoop, it's three 

questions. Are you ready? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Sure. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Okay, Bible Belles is all about helping girls discover true heroes, heroes in 

the Bible and then the heroes inside themselves. So, when you were growing up, 

who was your hero? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer:   I loved Laura Ingalls Wilder… 

 

Erin	  Weidemann:  Thanks for mentioning her, she's awesome. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  I loved all of her books, how God used her. 
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Erin	  Weidemann: Perfect. So what is the one piece of advice that you would give parents 

who are watching their daughter struggle with what the world is telling her about 

her own beauty? 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : I would just say speak truth and just remind her over and over again, write 

notes to her and just remind her that she's beautiful in your sight.  It may seem 

that you're not getting through, but it does make a difference. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Thank you for that.  Last question, if you could have a secret superpower, 

what would it be. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: : Oh, no sleep. If I didn't have to sleep then I could write books at nights 

and take of the kids and that would be awesome, so that would be an awesome 

superpower. 

 

Erin	  Weidemann: Spoken like a true mom. How can I do more things? Oh, I just don't need 

to sleep. I love that answer because it's totally honest. Awesome. 

 

Tricia, thank you so much again for being here. We have enjoyed having you on 

today and thank you for being a hero for her. 

 

Tricia	  Goyer: :  Thank you so much for having me. 

 

 

Thank you for listening to this week's episode. If you enjoyed our conversation, please be sure to 

rate and review us on iTunes. If you have any questions, thoughts about the episode, or ideas 

about how we can come together and support our girls, you can e-mail me at 

hello@biblebelles.com, I would absolutely love to hear from you. 
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[End of recorded material] 

 

 


